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摘   要 
 













于 ASP.NET 三层 B/S 架构的设计原则，在 Windows XP 平台下以 SQL Server2005




































As China continues to expand university scales and there is the great increase in 
the number of students, the amount of information of the students has a rapid growth. 
But as one of the most important and basic jobs in the management of higher 
education, student information management becomes very large and very complicated. 
If it continues to extend the old previous work model, it is bound to spend a lot of 
manpower and materials. With the rapid development and wide spread of computer 
technology, the tedious work like student information management can be done by the 
computer. Therefore, it is essential to develop a set of student information 
management software to carry out scientific management. Through this software 
system, we can achieve the computer-based management; truly standardize various 
types of information management. Meanwhile we can quickly and easily inquiries, 
modifies, and make statistical analysis, which can greatly reduce the work of student 
management, to improve the efficiency of the management in higher education. 
This paper analyzes the context of system development and the development 
status of information management system building in digital university and makes a 
detailed analysis for the specific business needs and the needs of the network office at 
our college. And it makes a analysis and compare for the current various techniques 
used in the site development, and finally decides to use design principles with 
ASP.NET-based three-tier B / S structure, the Windows XP platform with SQL 
Server2005 as the database storage and migration tools and Visual Studio 2008 
(VB.NET), as design tools to develop the student information management system. 
This system can not only meet the students’ enquiry for basic personal information, 
the performance and attendance, and professional curriculum and teachers and so on, 
but also achieve the management functions for the management people to input and 
modify the basic information and scores of students, and arrange specified semester 
and assign teachers in the designated area. It really achieves the integration of student 















makes any non-computer professional managers easily use it without training.  
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